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This treasury of script and cursive fonts offers graphic artists and designers a broad range of type

styles that richly convey the elegant intricacies of hand lettering.Here, in one compact, inexpensive

volume compiled by a leading authority on typography are type designs capable of producing a

multitude of special effects. Leaf through and you will quickly discover the eye-catching appeal of

each typeface: the flowing elegance of Liberty; the sturdy formality of Piranesi Bold Italic; the airy,

Art Deco flair of Hannover; the monogram-like quality of Juliet; the dazzle of Boulevard Script; the

classical appeal of Virginia Antique. These beautiful designs, and scores more, are reproduced in

complete uppercase alphabets. Ninety-two of them include lowercase alphabets as well, and

eighty-nine include numerals.In all, Script and Cursive Alphabets is an invaluable resource of

typefaces that will lend a distinctive character and mood to your message. Here in this rich

collection of fonts, from Back Script and Virtuoso Bold to Khayyam and Poppl Exquisit, you'll find the

letter-perfect way to say it.
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This treasury of script and cursive fonts offers graphic artists and designers a broad range of type

styles that richly convey the elegant intricacies of hand lettering.Here, in one compact, inexpensive

volume compiled by a leading authority on typography are type designs capable of producing a

multitude of special effects. Leaf through and you will quickly discover the eye-catching appeal of



each typeface: the flowing elegance of Liberty; the sturdy formality of Piranesi Bold Italic; the airy,

Art Deco flair of Hannover; the monogram-like quality of Juliet; the dazzle of Boulevard Script; the

classical appeal of Virginia Antique. These beautiful designs, and scores more, are reproduced in

complete uppercase alphabets. Ninety-two of them include lowercase alphabets as well, and

eighty-nine include numerals.In all, Script and Cursive Alphabets is an invaluable resource of

typefaces that will lend a distinctive character and mood to your message. Here in this rich

collection of fonts, from Back Script and Virtuoso Bold to Khayyam and Poppl Exquisit, you'll find the

letter-perfect way to say it.

Well for starters the book does not include Spencerian or Copperplate. Yes, there are some other

very nice scripts included. But the absence of these two render this book incomplete. What other

wonderful scripts were snubbed by Mr. Solo?

The book has a lot of alphabets as it states in its title. The only thing I would add, would be to add

some blank pages in there for practicing the letters with a calligraphy pen.

Good

Lots of new fonts I hadn't seen before. Very clear illustrations and a good size. The only thing that

could improve this book was if it was ring bound so it would stay open better.

Beautiful written book. very easy to follow directions. Have already been practicing. Would

recomment to anyone that is wanting to learn to write script.

It was exactly as I thought it would be and it came super fast! So i like to use it every day.

Less styles than I thought there would be. Mostly different forms of cursive. But still a good buy,

especially for the price.
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